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Business model 
Galileo Mining is a junior minerals company established with the purpose of exploring and 
developing nickel, cobalt and copper in Western Australia. Although the Fraser Range 
projects are at an early exploration stage early results are strongly encouraging and the 
Norseman project is progressing its preliminary economic evaluation, recently increasing 
its JORC resource estimates by 18%. The Company plans to further progress Norseman 
through a Scoping Study whilst continuing to explore over the Fraser Range. 

Scenario analysis 
We have applied a comparative methodology in our considerations based on an analogue 
pre-development model broadly defined under scoping parameters. Given the strong 
similarities of Norseman to the analogue model we are comfortable in applying the same 
data inputs. We note the Norseman project has a smaller MRE at this stage but adjust for 
that through a risk overlay. With GAL working through its own scoping study we highlight 
that our current assumptions could be subject to significant adjustment as more project 
specific data comes to hand. 

We highlight the value potential of success in the Fraser Range through a Sirius Resources 
case study although we highlight this potential only to reference the possibly 
transformative nature of a ‘discovery’. The share price re-rating afforded Sirius at that time, 
may or may not apply in whole or in part to GAL. 

Valuation of $0.38/share (previously $0.36/share) 
Valuing pre-production assets is a subjective exercise, particularly when the resource is in a 
continuing evaluation phase. We use a discounted cashflow methodology to assign a 
‘likely’ value to the resource where possible, applying a discretionary probability weighting 
as a secondary overlay to determine a Net Present Value (NPV). On this methodology we 
assign a base case valuation of $0.38/share to GAL ($0.32 ex-cash and corporate costs). On 
a look-through basis, the reference share price ($0.125) would suggest the market is 
weighting the Norseman asset at a commercial probability of <10% which does reflect an 
exploration outlook as appropriate but rather understates the potential upgrading and 
progress that can be delivered on Norseman and Fraser Range over the next 6 months. The 
share price is likely reflecting the uncertainty over economic outcomes and the high-risk 
nature of exploration. The case study suggests markets are more likely to price (and buy) 
“the fact”. 
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Upside Case 

• Accelerated success case in the Fraser Range 
exploration campaigns leading to a ‘discovery’ 
and share price re-rating (as per the Sirius 
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maybe higher and more dilutive than modelled 
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• Co price (in particular) significantly lower than 
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Mining and exploration 

Galileo Mining (GAL.ASX) is a junior minerals company exploring for 

nickel-cobalt-copper in Western Australia. Galileo has progressed its 

evaluation programmes on its Norseman and Fraser Range assets with 

Norseman JORC resources increasing 18% and metallurgical studies 

underpinning assumptions for an economic scoping study. With the 

addition of the Goblin prospect results the Norseman JORC MRE is now 

some 25Mt containing ~26.6kt Co and over 122kt Ni as the basis for 

economic evaluation. We note significant (albeit early) positive results 

from the company’s geological programmes over its Fraser Range 

tenements and potential for significant value to be crystallised quickly 

on success. The Fraser Range could be considered the ‘sleeper’ value 

in the portfolio. 
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Galileo Mining Limited – Fraser Range catching up 

Whilst the company’s Norseman Project continues to make positive progress through the scoping study and 

design evaluation phase, field programmes continue apace over the Fraser Range projects. Results to date, 

although representing early phase exploration are highly encouraging results, supporting the prospectivity for 

nickel-copper deposits. 

In our initial scoping report (Riding the Cobalt wave, 12-Nov-2018) we commented that the Fraser Range 

assets held “…the potential for accelerated value accretion through exploration built upon the extensive 

embedded IP (particularly of the Managing Director) over a number of years working the assets, initially as 

GM of the Creasy Group” and “…as commented to us by management, nickel-sulphide deposits are hard to 

find but if found, the value is exceptional”. 

The Fraser Range is a young, emerging nickel province, with the first discovery (at Nova) as recently as July-

2012 and quickly followed by Bollinger, Silver Knight and Andromeda. It is worth highlighting that the 

discovery of the Silver Knight deposit was during the tenure of the GAL MD, Brad Underwood as GM 

Exploration of the Creasy Group. 

The exploration address is attractive but the geology can be considered as rather difficult. The high-level 

risks can perhaps be considered as somewhat offset by the experience and previous success of the 

management team and senior technical staff in these specific areas. 

The advantage of historical success and embedded IP should not be dismissed although is no guarantee of 

future results. 

Those initial discoveries, now in production (Nova Mine – Independence Group) provide analogue reference 

points in the province, particularly in terms of host geology and structural setting. Assuming field 

programmes lead to success, existing mines will also provide an economic look-through from scoping or 

pre-feasibility studies, potentially lowering the technical and commercial risk; and perhaps shortening the 

timeline to production. 

Initial drilling at the Empire Rose prospect identified anomalous zones of nickel in rocks similar to the those 

hosting the Nova and Silver Knight deposits and follow-up geophysical surveys strongly suggest the potential 

for sulphide mineralisation at depth. Further drilling is scheduled in May  

Given the encouraging results to date, there is a case to be made for upside to our ascribed valuation. It’s 

However, it’s likely that upside can only be crystallised by positive results through the next phases of 

exploration and evaluation. The case study outlined later in this note (Sirius Resources) indicated a market 

more likely to ‘buy the fact’ than get ahead of the speculation. Although our numbers can be considered as 

somewhat conservative, we are comfortable with our carrying value. 
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Opportunity and upside emerging at Fraser Range 

The company is making steady but strongly encouraging progress on its Fraser Range prospects, having 

completed its maiden air-core programme over the Empire Rose, Nightmarch and Lantern prospects; and 

well advanced through the follow-up geophysical phase. 

GAL has reported in its 1Q19 update, “outstanding” geophysical results over Empire Rose and has scheduled 

further drilling in May. 

Exhibit 1: Fraser Range Prospects – looking for Nova and Silver Knight opportunities 

 

Source: Company data 

The aircore drilling at Lantern has been completed confirming encouraging anomalous nickel data across a 

number of holes with the best holes of the campaign returning a nickel range of 0.05-0.36% and copper 

ranging 0.03-0.34%. 
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Importantly, the mineralised section is considered to be similar to the host rocks of the producing Nova and 

Silver Knight operations - confirmed by microscopic petrologic examination and defined over a 7km length. 

Exhibit 2: Aircore drilling campaign over Lantern identifying the ‘anomalous zone’ with 
encouraging results defined by the LAAC-041, -042 and -075 holes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Company data 

Identifying the ‘right mineralogy’ ticks the critical first box in the evaluation process – rock types capable of 

hosting nickel-sulphide mineralisation are now proven through the tenement area, particularly in 

combination with a ‘sniff’ of nickel mineralisation. 

Aircore hole Ni % Cu%  

LAAC041 0.18 0.17 27m from 47m depth 

LAAC042 0.21 0.03 8m from 45m 

LAAC071 0.18  7m from 45m 
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Galileo is about to commence an EM (electro-magnetic) geophysical survey over Lantern to better define 

the extent of the anomalous intrusions and point more clearly to the scale of the prospectivity. 

Assuming positive results from the EM survey, it is expected that an additional round of aircore drilling will 

be conducted as a precursor to a definitive RC/diamond drilling campaign. 

Although the Norseman Cobalt Project (GAL 100%) continues to progress through the development 

study/feasibility stages, the Fraser Range opportunities (JV with Creasy Group) have become a major focus 

for the company but we do stress that the results to date represent an early but highly encouraging 

exploration phase. 

The company remains well funded to conduct the necessary work programmes as broadly outlined, having a 

cash position of $8.0mn as at 31-March. 

What could success in the Fraser Range look like? 

Everything from here is an extrapolation but it’s worth looking at the impact the defining of a ‘nickel 

discovery’ in the Fraser Range had on Sirius Resources back in 2012 as a look-through indicator of the 

potential magnitude of the upside that could be delivered rapidly upon success.  

The case study per se is instructive although the outcomes should be interpreted in context. 

The timeline is an extremely interesting aspect in that from initial drilling to the declaration of a discovery 

was just on nine months. We suggest that is an outstanding outcome for an exploration campaign although 

it should serve only to highlight that a success case can evolve rapidly with the application of sufficient 

capital, the right programmes and luck. No two exploration prospects (even adjacent to each other) are the 

same.  

Exhibit 3: Timeline comparison – it’s down to GAL (and the geology) to deliver the next steps  

 SIRIUS RESOURCES*   GALILEO MINING – Empire Rose  GALILEO MINING - Lantern 

Date Event 
 

Date Event Date Event 

25-Oct-2011 Ni-Cu-Co anomalies identified 

in first drilling at ‘The Eye’ 

 
Oct-2018 First aircore results delivering 

anomalous reading of 0.2% Ni over a 

36m intersection in ERAC 015. 

  

18-Apr-2012 Strong EM results associated 

with Cu-Ni anomalies 

 
Jan-2019 Follow up geophysics Feb-Mar 2019 Initial aircore drilling reveal anomalous 

Ni-Cu results and identification of host 

lithology over a 7km strike length 

Max values: Cu = 0.36%, Ni = 0.34% 

10-May-2012 RC drilling at ‘The Eye” 

returned positive results 

 May-2019 RC and Diamond drilling scheduled May-2019 EM survey to be conducted over 

Lantern  

26-Jul-2012 Major Ni-Cu discovery 

announced and declaration of a 

‘new province’ 

Significant assay results of 

3.8% Ni, 1.4% Cu 

     

  

From first drilling to the 

declaration of a major 

discovery in 9 months 

     

Source: Company data 

We note, the market reaction to the declaration of a ‘discovery’ (Nova deposit) in that the Sirius' shares had 

been trading at ~$0.06/share prior to its announcement (25-Jul-2012), peaking at ~$3.25/share within 3 

months and ~$5.00/share by March-2013, with the follow up success at Bollinger. 

By any measure that’s a staggering return but likely reflected more than just the discovery announcement in 

our view: 

• the data represented an initial success as ‘a major new nickel-copper discovery, of a new style deposit 

in an entirely new province’ and in that regard, the upside was unquantified; 

• Sirius and the Creasy Group (partner) held a dominant tenement position within the trend and were ‘in 

a unique position to control what appear(ed) to be a significant new nickel province’; 
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• the potential for platinum group metals was still being evaluated at the time of the announcement 

(although that potential was discounted soon after); 

• as a first mover, the company share price would have captured a strong speculative component until 

the economic limits of the play were quantified – noting a share price return to a (likely) more 

fundamental level as development and financing issues emerged. 

…such is the nature of capital markets. 

Exhibit 4: Market re-rating of SIR.AX on announcement of a ‘discovery’  

 

Source: Company data 

It is worth reiterating that we do not suggest the same outcome will occur for GAL – the same share price 

performance cannot be guaranteed even in a success case; circumstances, the opportunity and market 

sentiment are all different but nickel prices remain supportive and the value potential of the project is 

material (perhaps transformational) against the EV of the company ($7mn).  

Intuitively the progress of work programmes to the declaration of a discovery is by definition “value” 
defining. 

Exhibit 5: Nickel prices remain supportive to economics 

 

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com 
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Exhibit 6: Comparison of results (stylised cross-section) – Empire Rose drilling v The Eye 
(Sirius Resources) after early phase drilling  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Company data (upper); www.goldendragoncapital.com/nova-bollinger-ni-cu-deposit (lower) 

The Empire Rose Prospect is now a well-developed target, certainly post the initial aircore drilling and 

subsequent geophysical surveys (both EM and IP) which successfully identified a strong conductor at ~250m 

depth. 

Similar to Lantern, drilling results have identified and confirmed mafic and ultramafic rock types with the 

potential to host mineralisation. Approvals have been received and for the next round of drilling to 

specifically evaluate the mapped anomaly. This campaign will commence in May.  

Targeting geophysical anomalies associated with strong indications of mineralisation in the ‘right’ lithology 

is the template methodology that has outlined and unlocked the discoveries in the Fraser Range to date. As 

outlined in the latest quarterly update Galileo considers the “…conductivity, geological position and 

geometry of the Empire Rose target, (as) positive characteristics which could represent economic sulphide 

mineralisation at relatively shallow depths”. 

 

http://www.goldendragoncapital.com/nova-bollinger-ni-cu-deposit
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Risk adjusted DCF Valuation at $0.32/share (ex-cash)  

We value GAL using a combination of the estimated NPV of producing and development assets; and unit 

values on contingent resources adjusted for our discretionary project probability weighting (1-risk %), to 

derive a value per share. Probability weightings are subject to change as the company delivers key 

milestones. 

Putting a value on GAL at this point in the evaluation of its assets is a subjective exercise with timing and 

capex estimates; and assuming successful progress on the Norseman cobalt project(s) leads to a 

development decision. Our estimates are underpinned by a significant number of assumptions and a 

probability weighted confidence assessment of ultimate commercial outcomes. The assignment of 

probability weightings is subjective, but initial data can be benchmarked against published scoping studies in 

the immediate (adjacent licences) based on an the JORC certified resource estimate. 

We use the project data of an analogue project, the Barra resources Mt Thirsty Cobalt project as a guide to 

determining the nominal value on Norseman noting the differences in progress of both assets and the still 

lower MRE defined at Norseman, which we account for in our risk (discount) overlay. 

Our development scenario model delivers a value of ~A$33mn (A$0.28/share) on an ungeared basis 

(NPV10 and Pr-15%). 

We note the project is at an early stage and our development scenario and assumptions are subject to 

potentially significant change but intuitively we suggest our ascribed value is not unreasonable given the 

asset is located in a strongly similar geological setting and the error margins associated with scoping study 

analyses. 

We have left our valuation of the Fraser Range projects unchanged although we recognise the potential for 

material (perhaps transformational) value addition to be delivered rapidly through the exploration phase, 

certainly based on the Sirius Resources case study. 

However, the company is still in early stage work programmes. The results of the drilling about to be 

conducted over Empire Rose through May could provide a lead indicator to the time line and probability of 

resource definition.  

Valuation Considerations 

We estimate the value of the Norseman Project to be ~A$33mn or A$0.28/share based on an average 

US$33.65/lb life of project cobalt price, ungeared and risk weighted (Pr=15%) development scenario; and roll-

forward of assumptions. 

Whilst the project remains cum final resource definition and pre-feasibility, the economic scoping study being 

undertaken by the company should provide an asset specific look-through and further calibration against the 

Barra scoping parameters used to benchmark the project potential, particularly with respect to capital and 

operating costs.  

Galileo has no currently producing assets so will be reliant on existing cash balances through the early stage 

of the evaluation process and equity financing in development phase. We assume a Norseman cobalt project 

would be funded, approximately 65% debt:35% equity. 
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Exhibit 7: GAL NAV – the share price reflects a <10% probability of commercial success         
 

  
Risked 

   
 

  
Pr A$mn A$/sh FY20 FY21 FY22  

Norseman 100% 15% $31 $0.26 $0.34 $0.43 $0.28 Unwinding of risk diluted by scenario 

equity issue 

Fraser Range 100% 
 

$5 $0.04 $0.04 $0.05 $0.03 The Sirius case study demonstrates that 

transformational ‘value’ can be added 

rapidly, but markets will be unlikely to 

‘get ahead’ of the results  

Other Exploration 100% 10% $1 $0.00 $0.01 $0.01 $0.01     
$36 $0.30 $0.39 $0.49 $0.32     

           

Net Cash/(debt) 
  

$8 $0.07 $0.05 $0.02 $0.13  

Corporate costs 
  

($1) ($0.01) ($0.01) ($0.02) ($0.01)     
           

TOTAL 
  

$43 $0.36 $0.44 $0.49 $0.45  

Shares issued (mn)* 120 
  

  120 120 470  

Source: RaaS analysis; Issued capital adjusted for modelled equity raising on a scenario Norseman 
development 

The company is in a strong cash position to chase a project…at Fraser 
Range and Norseman 

The company is in a strong cash position holding $8.0mn as at 31-March against an expected expenditure 

commitment for 2Q19 of $1.0mn. We see the company as adequately funded at this stage through field 

programmes evaluating the Fraser Range opportunities and progressing its Norseman Project. 

Our assumptions include continuation of the work programmes in the portfolio over the forecast period, but 

with exploration expenditure trailing off as the company focusses more on evaluation and development 

activity.  
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Exhibit 8: Financial Summary  

 

Source: RaaS Advisory 
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About Us  

BR Securities Australia Pty Ltd (BR) is the holder of Australian Financial Services License (“AFSL”) number 

456663. RaaS Advisory Pty Ltd (RaaS) is an Authorised Representative (number 1248415) of BR.  

This Financial Service Guide (FSG) is designed to assist you in deciding whether to use RaaS’s services and 

includes such things as  

- who we are 

- our services 

- how we transact with you 

- how we are paid, and 

- complaint processes 

Contact Details, BR and RaaS 

BR Head Office: Level 14, 344 Queen Street, Brisbane, QLD, 4000  

RaaS. 20 Halls Road Arcadia, NSW 2159 

P: +61 414 354712 

E: finola.burke@raasgroup.com 

RaaS is the entity providing the authorised AFSL services to you as a retail or wholesale client.  

What Financial Services are we authorised to provide? RaaS is  

authorised to   

- provide general advice to retail and wholesale clients in relation to   

- Securities 

- deal on behalf of retail and wholesale clients in relation to 

- Securities 

The distribution of this FSG by RaaS is authorized by BR.  

Our general advice service  

Please note that any advice given by RaaS is general advice, as the information or advice given will not take 

into account your particular objectives, financial situation or needs. You should, before acting on the advice, 

consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs.  If 

our advice relates to the acquisition, or possible acquisition, of a particular financial product you should read any 

relevant Prospectus, Product Disclosure Statement or like instrument.  As we only provide general advice we 

will not be providing a Statement of Advice.  We will provide you with recommendations on securities 

Our dealing service  

RaaS can arrange for you to invest in securities issued under a prospectus by firstly sending you the offer 

document and then assisting you fill out the application from if needed.  

How are we paid?  

RaaS earns fees for producing research reports. Sometimes these fees are from companies for producing 

research reports and/or a financial model. When the fee is derived from a company, this is clearly highlighted on 

the front page of the report and in the disclaimers and disclosures section of the report.   

We may also receive a fee for our dealing service, from the company issuing the securities. 

Associations and Relationships   

BR, RaaS, its directors and related parties have no associations or relationships with any product issuers other 

than when advising retail clients to invest in managed funds when the managers of these funds may also be 

clients of BR. RaaS’s representatives may from time to time deal in or otherwise have a financial interest in 

financial products recommended to you but any material ownership will be disclosed to you when relevant 

advice is provided.  

Complaints  

If you have a complaint about our service you should contact your representative and tell them about your 
complaint.  The representative will follow BR’s internal dispute resolution policy, which includes sending you a 
copy of the policy when required to.  If you aren’t satisfied with an outcome, you may contact AFCA, see below. 
BR is a member of the Australian Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA).  AFCA provide fair and independent 
financial services complaint resolution that is free to consumers.  
  Website: www.afca.org.au; Email: info@afca.org.au; Telephone: 1800931678 (free call) 

In writing to: Australian Financial Complaints Authority, GPO Box 3, Melbourne, VIC, 3001. 
 

Professional Indemnity Insurance   

BR has in place Professional Indemnity Insurance which satisfies the requirements for compensation under 

s912B of the Corporations Act and that covers our authorized representatives.  

http://www.afca.org.au/
mailto:info@afca.org.au
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DISCLAIMERS and DISCLOSURES 

This report has been commissioned by Chapter One Advisers and prepared and issued by RaaS Advisory Pty Ltd. RaaS Advisory has been paid a fee 

to prepare this report. All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to 

be reliable, however neither Chapter One Advisers nor RaaS Advisory guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this report. Opinions contained in 

this report represent those of the principals of RaaS Advisory at the time of publication. This research is issued in Australia by RaaS Advisory and any 

access to it should be read in conjunction with the Financial Services Guide on the preceding two pages. RaaS Advisory holds Corporate Authorised 

Representative no 1248415 of AFSL 456663. This is not a solicitation or inducement to buy, sell, subscribe, or underwrite any securities mentioned 

or in the topic of this document. This document is provided for information purposes only and should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for 

investment in any securities mentioned or in the topic of this document. Forward-looking information or statements in this report contain 

information that is based on assumptions, forecasts of future results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable, and therefore involve known and 

unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of their subject matter to be 

materially different from current expectations. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. To the maximum extent permitted by 

law, RaaS Advisory, its affiliates, the respective directors, officers and employees will not be liable for any loss or damage arising as a result of 

reliance being placed on any of the information contained in this report and do not guarantee the returns on investments in the products discussed 

in this publication. Copyright 2019 RaaS Advisory Pty Ltd (A.B.N. 99 614 783 363). All rights reserved. 

 


